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THREE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
LABOR COST VARIAN CE 

Rosita S. Chen 

INTRODUCTION 

In the accounting literature, much has been written about variance 
analysis. Variance is generally thought o f as the deviation of the actual 
results from the budget which, in turn, 1s a quantified plan for future 
busi~ess activiti~s. 1:he budget can be a useful tool only if it is properly 
applied. Otherwise, 11 can turn out to be a deterrent to the efficiency of 
production. 

In practice, many managers would be satisfied with a performance 
report in which actual costs are compared with the static budget for a 
pre-determined single level of business activity. It is contended, however, 
chat variance analysis based on the scacic budget has limited value in that 
it reveals only the difference between the observed and the ex ante 
results, and tends to combine deviations due to various factors into a 
single variance. As a remedy, the concept of flexible budgeting has been 
introduced and is gaining popularity. The main contribution of the flexi-
ble budgeting concept is the recognnion of ex post results reflecting what 
the firm should have planned to do with perfect information about the 
actual level of activity. lncorporaung ex post results into the system, cost 
variances are determined on the basis of three sets of daca: the ex ante, 
the observed, and the ex post. Demske noted [3, p. 702]: 

The difference between ex ante and ex post results is a crude 
measure of the firm's forecasting ability. It is the difference between 
what the firm planned to do dunng the particular period and what 
it should have planned to do. Similarly, the difference between ex 
post and observed results is the difference between what the firm 
should have accomplished during the period and what it actually did 
accomphsh. 

The traditional method to obtain ex post results is to apply the pre· 
determined standard cost per unit to the units actually produced. This 
approach implies that, while the acuvity levels are considered flexible, 
the ~tandard cost 1s still static. This paper attempts to (I) point out the 
deficiency of the use of the static standard cost, and (2) explore the 
desirability of conducting variance analysis on the basis of flexible stand-
ard costs. For simplicity, the present discus~ion is limited to direct labor 
cost. The same logic, however, is also applicable to other cost elements, 
such as direct materials and variable overhead expenses. 

THE TRADITIONAL METHOD OF VARIANCE ANALYSIS 
The traditional method of variance analysis starts from the establish-

ment of cost standards as well as the identification of expected levels of 
activity. Once the actual activity level is known, a flexible budget can be 
prepared accordingly to serve as a benchmark for labor performa_nce 
measurement. The difference between the actual cost and the f1exible 
budget is usually dichotomized into wage rate and efficiency variances as 
follows: 
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Vw = Ha(r - R) .......................................... (J) 
Ve = R(Ha - Hs)- ............................. . .......... (2) 
Where: V w = wage rate variance 

Ve = efficiency variance 
Ha = direct labor hours used 
Hs = direct labor hours allowed for actual level of output 
R = standard wage rate per hour 

= actual wage rate per hour 

These 1wo variances are depicted graphically in Figure I. 
II should be noted that the efficiency variance is a function of 1he pre-

determined standard. Underlying 1his method is 1he assumption 1ha1 
there is no learning effect contributing 10 the variance so 1hat 1he pre-
determined sia1ic standard can be invariably applied. This implicit 
assumption, however, is challenged by a series of empirical reports in-
dicating 1he occurrence of a significan1 learning effect in certain labor in-
tensive indumies. [I). (2). (4). Given 1he significant effect of learning, 
1he traditional method of performance evaluation is unsa1isfac1ory, 
because learning effect is largely beyond 1he control of workmen. 

Actual 
Labor Cost 

~tandard 
I abor Cost 

tigure I 

The Traditional '1,fethod of Variance Anal),i> 

Direct 
Labor Hour~ 

Direct Labor 
Hours lsed 

S~--~---~ ---~---..3litE::::.--+ ---4-------1---- Outpul ~-,,____,/\ __ _,,,-__, 
Wage Efficient) l mt, P roduced 
Rate Variance 

Variance 

"here hs = siandard houn per uml of output 

ha = d1rec1 labor hours used per uni! of output 
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THE LEAR, I G CURVE APPROACH TO VARIA CE ANALYSI 

T. ~. Wright was apparently the first writer to formulate into theory 
the principle of decreasing labor hours as the number of airframes 
duced is increased. He is Still the most frequently quoted authority O pr~-
subJect. According to him, the relat1onsh1p between average labor h:~r: 
and c~mulat1ve number of airframes produced could be expressed by the 
function : [l, pp. 15-20], [4] 

Y = ax-b ............................................ (3) 
where: 

Y = cumulat1ve average direct labor hours 
x = cumulathe unns of output 
a = direct labor hours for the first unn of output 
b = abs?lute value of the slope of the learning curve, indicating the 

ratio of the average labor hour, at two different cumulative 
outputs 

In addition to equa11on (3), there is another expression of the learning 
curve theory relating cumulat1ve total labor hours w11h cumulative out-
put. 

Y = Yx = axl -b ............................... (4) 
where: 

Y = total labor hours 
Assume that the total labor t1me for the first ten units 1s 10,000 hours 

anJ that for the first nine units 1s 9,000 hours. the time for the tenth unit 
must be 10,000 - 9,000 1,000 hours. If YB represents the total hours 
for a c.umula11ve output of xs, and Y A-1 is the total labor hours for a 
cumulative output of XA-1, wnh B>A, then the labor hours for the out-
put from A. to 8, inclusive, must be [2, pp. 178-182) 

YA B axsl-b a(XA - 1)1 -b 
a [XB 1-b - (XA - I) 1-bJ . . . . . . . . (5) 

and the a~erage t1me for the output xs - XA + I 1s 

YA 8 ('<B - XA + I) 
[a/ (xs XA .-. I)) [xs 1-b - (XA I) 1-bJ . (6) 

Equations (5) and (6) show that, given a, b, and XA, a change in XB 
will result in a change in both the total and the average labor hours, 
renecting different levels of learning effect. Assume that, for the budget 
period, the expected cumulative output is xs, the total budgeted labor 
time (VA B), and the standard labor hours per unit of output 
(YA B) will be determined by equauons (5) and (6), respectively. If. 
however, the actually achieved cumulative output is xs ' , instead of XB, 
the learning curve approach would suggest that the labor time standard 
should be modified in light of the actually achieved output and the resul-
tant expected learning effect. The difference between the ex ante and ~he 
ex post labor time standards should be identified as a measure of learning 
variance as follows: 

Learning Variance (in hours) = B' - B) (XB '- XA + I) ··.(?) 
Where B' is t"le cumulative average di rect labor hours for t~e 

output XB' - XA + I . It 1s essentially the ex post labor time standard, 10 

contrast with Y the ex ante labor time standard. 
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• Following the accounung tradition, the learning variance in hours can 
be transformed into learning variance in dollars by incorporating the 
standard wage rate into the equation: v, = R(?" - Y (xs' - XA + I). . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8) 

Where: 
VI = learmng variance (in dollars) . 
After identifying the effect of learmng, a 2-way variance analysis can 

be applied on the basis of YA the nexibl)' budgeted labor hours for 
the actual level of output: 

" Vw = Y (r - R) 
......... ... .......... 

I\ 
Vp = -

......................... 
Where: 

I\ 

r 
R 

= actual labor hours for the output of xB' - '-A + I 
= nexibly budgeted labor hours for the actual output 

(~ee Eq. (5)). 
= actual wage rate per hour 
= standard wage rate per hour 

Vv. = wage rate "ariance 

(9) 
( 10) 

Vp = labor performance variance 
The above three -.ariance\ are depicted graphically in Figure 2. com-

parison between Figure~ I and 2 shows that the suggested three-,\ay 
vanance analysis differs from the trad11tonal method in that the tradt-
uonal efficiency -.ariance 1s d1chotom11ed into learning and performance 
vanance~ in order 10 recogmze the effect of learmng. The performance 
-.ariance under the learning cuf\e approach 1s thus a meawre of the 
deviation of the actual labor hour\ from that allov.ed based on both the 
flexible output and the flexible \tandard. 

THE LEARM1'G Ct,RVE APPROACH TO \ ARI A , CE A:'\AL \ SI . 
- A EXAMPLE 

To demonstrate the fea'1btllly of the learmng cuf\ e approach 10 
,anance analysis, the following hypotheucal data are given· 

a 
b 
"-A 
'<B 
\8' 
R 

10,000 hours 
0.32 (indicating an O percent lcarmng 1..urve) 
6 untts 
25 unit~ 
15 unm 
$2 .0 
$2. 1 r,_ 
32,000 hours 

Then, follov.ing equauons (5) and (6), the follo,\ing figure\ can be 
derived: 

10,000 [251-0.32 - (6 - 1)1-0.32) 
59,374 hours . . 

= 10,000 [1 51-0.32. (6. 1)1-0.32] 
33,184 hours .. . 

See Eq. (5) 

ec Eq. (5) 
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Where: ·yA-8 ' ac1ual average labor hours per unu 
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- --= 59,374/(25 - 6 + I) 
= 2,968.70 hours. 
= 33,184/(15 - 6 + I) 
= 3,3 18.40 hours. 

See Eq. (6) 

See Eq. (6) 

Finally, the three \'artance~ can be determined by the use of Equations 
(8), (9) and ( I 0): 

Vt = $2.0 (3,318.40 - 2,968 70) (15 - 6 + I) 
= $6,994 unfavorable . . . . . . . . . . See Eq. (8) 

Vw = 32,000 ($2.1 $2.0) = $3,200 unfavorable.... Sec Eq. (9) 
Vp - $2.0 (32,000 - 33,184) 

- ($2,368) favorable Sec Eq. ( I OJ 

CONCLUDI G REMARKS 
In the foregoing, tt ""as dcmon~trated that, ""hen production costs 

follow the learning curve phenomenon, the use ol flexible standard ,...,11 
resull in a better matching of actual costs against expectation, than docs 
a static standard. It follo,..., that the flexible ,tandard could provide a 
more reasonable basts for \'ariance analysis than its counterpart 
Evidence shows that, not only labor costs, but aho direct materials and 
variable overhead expenses foll0'-" the phenomenon of learning cur\'e, 
{I] , (4) Therefore, it 1s believed that the propo,ed thrce-wa\ \artancc 
analysis 1s feasible and desirable 10 be applied 10 all .:ost clements. except 
probably fixed overhead 

--- ---
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